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A)Write the comparatives of the adjectives in the brackets.(25 pts) 

 

1. My friend is ____________ my sister.(fat) 

2. Elizabeth is ____________ Mary.(beautiful) 

3. A bicycle is ____________ a car.(slow) 

4. My English is ____________ your English.(good) 

5. This problem is ____________ that problem.(easy) 

B)Circle the correct one.(16 pts) 
 

1)It looks like rain.You ___________take an umbrella. 

            a)can       b)should        c)mustn’t       d)shouldn’t 

 

2)  A:I have got a toothache. 

     B:You_________eat chocolate. 

 a)can’t    b)will     c)shouldn’t      d)must 

 

3)’’Trabzon is in the Blacksea Region.’’ 

 

      a)Transportation 

      b)Historical Places 

      c)General information 

      d)Accomodation 

 

4)  I can’t play computer games today ……………………….. I have an exam tomorrow. 

             a)but   b)and           c)so       d)beacuse 
 

     
        Fatih           Gürkan 

  5)Fatih is ……………………….… Gürkan. 

 

a) happier than  b)  happy than 

c)   more happy than d)  more happier 

 

 6) “ I always go to work _____ .” 

         a)by underground 

         b)by bus 

        c)by taxi 

        d)on foot 
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7)  

         

         a) I am sun sign is scorpion.     

         b)I am sun sign is Leo.     

         c)My sun sign is Leo.     

         d)My sun sign is Scorpion.     
    

8)Verilen eşleştirmelerden yanlış olanı hangisidir? 

  a)global warming – küresel ısınma 

 b)air pollution – hava kirliliği 

 c)environment - mahalle 

 d)recycle – geri dönüşüm 
 

C)Complete the sentences with the correct words.(20 pts) 

 

 

 

 1)The early warning sign of______________________is climate change. 

 2)Use electricity carefully to_____________ electricity bills. 

 3)Water _________________damages the enviroment. 

 4)Don't ____________ energy.Turn off the lights. 
  

 

D) Complete the sentences with the phrases below.(15 pts) 

 

 

 

1) Could you tell me ……………………………...the museum please? 

2) Can you tell me ………………..to the bank,please? 

3) Is there a railway station …………………? 

4) Go…………….ahead. Turn…………into the Gazi Street.It’s on the right. 

 

E)Compare the pictures using the given adjectives. (24 pts) 

 

 
 

 

                               1) …………………………………………………………………… 

  elephant               dog                         2) ………………………………………………………………       

 

                      3) ………………………………………………………………   

                                                             4) ………………………………………………………………   

Antalya            Hakkari   

 

 

waste global warning reduce pollution 

near here left how to get to the way straight 

small big hot cold 
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        Teacher of English 

 


